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Abstract. This paper presents an overview of metamaterial slabs or lens as an
integrated structure for applicators used in hyperthermia cancer treatment proce-
dure. Hyperthermia treatment procedure (HTP) is a new technique that exposes
a cancerous tissue by increasing tissue temperature until 41 °C to 45 °C at a
certain period with electromagnetic radiation. Based on the previous study, by
moving the microwave sources relative to the metamaterial (MTM) lenses from a
tumor/cancer phantom alters the concentration of heating within biological tissue.
In this paper, the overview of a metamaterial study on HTP from 2009 to 2019
was carried out. This study indicated that the left-handed metamaterial (LHM)
lens was observed to be able to improve the focusing capabilities of HTP on the
treated tissue. However, a further study is significantly required to provide dif-
ferent focus position distances on the treated tissue for different stages of cancer.
Therefore, a modified HTP applicator integration with an MTM lens structure
was proposed. It is aimed to improve focus position distance on the treated tissue
and to reduce unwanted hot-spots on surrounding healthy tissues simultaneously.
The proposed modified structure was presented in this paper. Specific absorption
rate (SAR) simulation was carried out with SEMCAD X 14.8.4 to obtain a SAR
distribution for determining penetration depth and focusing position distance on
the treated tissue.
Keywords: Metamaterial lens · Hyperthermia · Left-handed metamaterial ·
Specific absorption rate
1 Introduction
In recent years, hyperthermia treatment procedure (HTP) applicators for non-invasive
HTP have been extensively studied. HTP, an alternative therapy for cancer [1], is often
used as adjuvant therapy with chemotherapy and radiotherapy [2]. HTP is a technique to
expose cancerous tissue with electromagnetic (EM) radiation in order to increase tissue
temperatures within 41 ºC–45 ºC at a certain period. Based on the previous research, it
was observed that this hyperthermia technique converts cancerous tissues into necrotic
tissues and destroys cancerous tissues with minimal side effects [1, 3, 4].
Generally, HTP can be either invasive or noninvasive, depending on the location of
HTP applicators, which are either inserted into or on the surface of the human body.
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Invasive HTP can be much more effective than a non-invasive HTP, as it is pointed and
inserted directly to the targeted region [5]. However, invasive HTP can cause several
adverse health effects, such as bleeding during minor surgery, which is required in
treatment application.
Non-invasive HTP, adverse health effects can be minimized as it does not require
minor surgery. Non-invasive HTP is simpler to handle than invasive HTP and is suitable
for use as an in-situ applicator [1, 4]. However, poor penetration depth and focus position
distance are the main drawbacks of noninvasive HTP.
In conjunction, MTM structure is integrated into the base antenna to form amodified
HTPapplicator. Themain objective of this integration is to improve penetration depth and
focus position distance on the treated tissue resulted from the existing HTP applicator.
2 Metamaterial Applicator in HTP
Current research proved that concentration of heating is adjustable bymovingmicrowave
sources with respect to MTM lenses based on tumor position [6, 7]. MTM classification
was first proposed by Veselago in 1968 as an artificial component, which consists of
negative permittivity, ε and permeability, μ. This type of MTM is known as the left-
handed material (LHM) and acts as a negative refractive index (NRI) lens to induce
electromagnetic field (EMF) from an energy source [8].
The two commonly used MTM structures are electrical dipoles or a thin wires array
and the magnetic loops or split-ring resonators array (SRR) [9].
The thin wires array (Fig. 1 [a]) is also known as epsilon-negative (ENG) MTM.
Through the parallel configuration of thinmetallic wiremeshes, ENGMTMwill exhibits
high-pass properties for the incoming plane waves. The wires are parallel to the electric
field and perform a negative effect of permittivity below the plasma frequency. The wire
can be made of silver, gold, aluminum, or copper [9].
Split-ring resonators (Fig. 1 [b]), the most used structure in designing mu-negative
(MNG) MTM. An SRR cell, which consisted of two concentric metallic rings (either
square or circle) forming an array structure by a specific gap, d. The gap between the
inner and outer rings shows capacitive effects, while each ring itself becomes inductive.
Thus, the integration of the two rings forms an LC resonance circuit [9].
ENG and MNGMTMs can be combined to form a double-negative (DNG) material
(Fig. 1 [c]), which is known as negative refractive index (NRI) material. NRI materials
contribute to the negative permittivity effect from wire arrays and negative permeability
of SRR array [9].
DNG MTMs are frequency-dependent, which results in the refractive index n. This
is explainable by Drude-Lorentz models, which are indicated in Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 [9].
n ≡ neff (ω) =
√
εeff (ω)μeff (ω) (1)
εeff (ω) = 1 −
ω2ep − ω2e0
ω2 − ω2e0 − jωγc
(2)
μeff (ω) = 1 − Fω
2
ω2 − ω2m0 − jω
(3)
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where εeff (ω),μeff (ω),ωep,ωmp,ωe0,ωm0, γc, F, and Γ are frequency-dependent effec-
tive permittivity, frequency dependent effective permeability, electric plasma frequency,
magnetic plasma frequencies, electric resonant frequency, magnetic resonant frequency,
collision frequency, amplitude factor and damping factor, respectively.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1. (a) ENG, (b) MNG and (c) DNG structure
2.1 Current MTM Slabs or Lens Research in HTP
Since Pendry’s publication titled negative refraction makes a perfect lens in the year
2000 [10], the investigation of NRI material was inspired. From [10], this perfect lens,
or as mentioned by Pendry as “superlens”, can be achieved with the microwave band
of current technology [10, 11]. In [11], Pendry’s works were further elaborated, and the
concept of MTM was implemented along with the introduces of the Pendry-Veselago
slab lens. These investigations made it possible to obtain unique effects, such as imaging
with subwavelength image resolution, which is generated through NRI that supports a
host of surface plasmon states for both polarizations of light.
Thus, starting from this remarkable study, investigations onMTMs in antenna devel-
opment have increased, as well as HTP for cancer treatment. This is because of perfect
lens or more known as left-handed material (LHM) provides substantial EM energy-
focusing capability on the treated tissue [12]. Table 1 presents an overview of MTM
slabs or lens research from 2009 to 2019.
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Table 1. Overview of MTM slabs or lens researches
Published year and
reference
Type of structure Targeted organ Research finding(s)
2009, [13] DNG – LHM slabs Muscle When the source was moving
towards the LHM lens, the
heating depth was increased
Higher input power was
required to archive the
necessary therapeutic
temperature
2009, [14] Combination of dielectric
filling and metamaterial layer
Brain The combined structure
increased system response to
the relative movements of the
head around a geometrical
focal point
2010, [15] DNG - -Shaped LHM Lens Breast Incoming sources were
applied to horizontal, vertical,
or both sides of -shaped
LHM lens
The condition with only
single-sided sources reduced
hyperthermia performance
2011, [16] DNG- metallic slabs with
broadside-coupled split-ring
resonators
Breast SAR was focused on the
targeted tissue region
2014, [17] DNG - metamaterial zeroth
order (ZOR) mode resonator
(lumped LC circuit)
Muscle The proposed structure
generated good EM waves
penetration depth towards
biological tissue
2015, [7] DNG – single, double and
conformal four lens LHM
structure
Breast The conformal four-lens
showed better focusing
resolution and temperature
concentration within the tumor
than single and double lens
Due to poor longitudinal
resolution, single-lens LHM
could not achieve good
hyperthermia performance
2016, [18] DNG - metamaterial ZOR
mode resonator (lumped LC
circuit)
Muscle Composition of ZOR array
structures radiated EM waves
that were nearly plane waves
in structure
The shape of the heating
pattern was adjustable by
manipulating relative power to
ZOR structures
2019, [12] DNG – cylindrical and flat
LHM lens
Breast Cylindrical LHM lens showed
better focusing effect than flat
rectangular LHM lens
3 Proposed Design
The proposed design for this research is provided in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Proposed modified HTP
As illustrated in Fig. 2, HTP applicator is a combination of two main components:
microstrip antenna and MTM lens. Water bolus is then added to the treatment procedure
to complement the HTP execution. The HTP applicator contributes an important role in
the treatment as it is used to radiate thermal energy or heat to the targeted tissue. This
HTP applicator is noninvasive, which applies externally to the human body.
Since this research experimentation is mainly conducted through simulation, the
research tool, which is selected to be used is known as SEMCAD X 14.8.4 produced
by SPEAG. SEMCAD X is a highly specialized full-wave EMF solver used to design
HTP applicators and determine radiation distribution, which presents the EM energy
penetration depth and its energy focus distance.
Various MTM structures are investigated in order to observe the effects on the focus
position distance on the treated tissue. SAR simulation is conducted to determine the
penetration depth and focus position depth.
According to the standard of International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), IEC/IEEE 62704-1, SAR can













Therefore, based on electric field distribution, SAR can be related to the increase in
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where,W, t, V, E,ρ, T,σ , and c stand for energy absorbed (W), time taken (sec), volume of
element (m3), peak electric field vector (V/m), density of element (kg/m3), temperature
(°C), conductivity of tissue (S/m), and specific heat capacity (J/kg°C) respectively.
These modifications and integration processes are aimed at improving focus position
distance at different stages of cancer.
4 Conclusion
HTP is an alternative treatment for cancer treatment procedure by using induced heat and
form thebiological effect. The effectiveness ofHTP is significantly dependedon focusing
position distance of the energy in order to elevate the temperature of the cancerous tissue
within 41 °C–45 °C. HTP denatures cancerous tissues into necrotic tissues and destroys
them with minimal side effects. In this overview study, MTM or LHM lens had shown
a good capability to provide penetration depth and EM energy focus position distance
on treated tissues. However, in terms of focus position distance, this technique needs
improvement to cater to different stages of cancer. Thus, this research was carried out to
introduce amodifiedHTP applicator that can improve focus position distance at different
stages of cancer.
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